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I. INTRODUCTION 
The main purpose of this paper is to prove the existence of a unique 
solution to the nonlinear boundary value problem 
Au = $ + $ = 0 in D, 2 = f(s, u(s)) for s E S, (1) 
where f is a given function and D denotes a plane domain, whose boundary S 
consists of a finite set of disjoint closed Jordan curves of continuous curva- 
ture; &/an is the normal derivative of u with respect to the unit normal to S 
directed into D. 
Classical results of T. Carleman [2] and Nakamori/Suyama [8] are restricted 
to such problems of type (1) which may be characterized by 8f (s, u)/ih > 0. 
In [4] and [6] th e author has proved some theorems which (roughly spoken) 
are subject to the limitation af(s, u)/~u > - A,; here A, denotes the first 
Stekloff eigen value of the domain D, i.e., the smallest number h > 0 such 
that 
at4 -=- 
an 
Au on S 
has a nontrivial harmonic solution. In this paper we shall consider those 
cases of (1) which may be roughly characterized by 
- hk+l < qg < - A,, 
where h k , h,+i are any two consecutive Stekloff eigen values of D. 
EXAMPLE. Let D = {a = x + + : 1 z 1 < 11: then the eigen values of (2) 
are the natural numbers K, each with two eigen functions rk cos ky, rk sin ky 
(z = r&). For this domain we shall obtain the 
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COROLLARY. Let f:S x RI + R1 be a continuous function and k any 
natural number; let there exist a number E > 0 such that for arbitrary 
s = e*Q’ E S, t E R1 and real At # 0 the inequalities 
- (k + 1) + f + 4(4k1+ 3) + e ,f($, t + :; --f@, t, 
1 1 
’ - ’ - 4 - 4(4k + 3) - ’ 
hold; then there exists one and only one function u(z) harmonic in 1 z ) < 1 
and continuous in ] z ] < 1 which is a solution of (1). This solution can be 
obtained by a successive approximation process. 
For 0 < a,, Q af(s, t)/at < b, < co an analogous statement was proved 
in [5] with a simpler approximation process than the one used here. 
By means of Neumann’s function N(z, 5) of the domain D we can reduce 
problem (1) to the nonlinear integral equation 
44 - -& j, 4) ds = - -&- j, N(s, W(u, 44) da. (3) 
In [3] C. L. Dolph has proved some theorems for integral equations of the 
Hammerstein type which do nearly fit to the problems we are interested in. 
Now it is well known that for any solution u of (1) 
s /(s, u(s)) ds =0 (4) 
must hold. We adapt Dolph’s method of proof (of Theorem 1.2 in [3]) to the 
system of the equations (3) and (4). This is done in Part II for somewhat 
more general kernels. In Part III we apply the results of Part II to the special 
case with Neumann’s function as kernel of the integral equation. 
II. MODIFIED INTEGRAL EQUATIONS OF THE HAMMERSTEIN TYPE 
Let L, be the Hilbert space of real-valued Lebesgue measurable functions u 
defined over the finite interval S = [A, B] of the real line R1 for which the 
norm 
II u II = [j, u2(4 q2 
is finite. For convenience we denote by L,O the linear subspace of L, whose 
elements are functions satisfying js u(s) ds = 0, while the norm in La0 is 
that induced by L, . 
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We pose the problem to find a function IA EL~O and a real parameter m 
such that the following two equations hold: 
s sf(s, u(s) - m) ds =Q, (5b) 
where Q is any prescribed real constant, f a given function, and K(s, u) an 
appropriate symmetric kernel. Concerning the kernel K(s, u) we demand 
especially that it obeys to 
s 
K(s, u) ds = 0 for u E s, 
s 
a condition which is satisfied by Neumann’s function (with S as boundary 
of the domain 0). 
THEOREM 1. (a) Let K = Js K(s, u) [ ] do be a completely continuous 
Hermitian operator from L, into L,O with (real) characteristic values Al, , 
h = 0, f 1, & 2 ,...) 
(b) Let f (s, t) be a continuous function from S x R1 into RI, fw which 
there exist two continuous functions a, b : S -+ R1 so that for arbitrary s E S, 
t E R1 and At # 0 the inequalities 
a(s) <f b t + 4 -f (S, t) < b@) 
At 
hold, where one of the following two conditions is satisjed: 
! b(s) ds < 0 ( s hence ads<O. s s 1 
(c) Suppose that h, < a(s) < b(s) < A,+, for s E S and let there exist 
real numbers c and p with h, < p < hNel such that 
[min(lI,a~l,ISsb~I)l-l 
* [s s I 
11% 
max(a2, b2) ds * max2(c - a, b - c) ds 
S S 
+ sup{p - a(s), b(s) - p : s E S} 
< min(b+l - p, P - 47); (8) 
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then for any prescribed real Q there exists a unique solution (u, m) of the equa- 
tions (5a, b), where u E&O and m E RI. This solution can be obtained by a 
successive approximation process. 
bvARK. If K has only a finite number of positive (negative) eigenvalues 
and AN is the greatest (A,,, is the smallest), then one may set A,, = + co 
(- A, = + co) in condition (c). For the proof of Theorem 1 we need several 
preparatory lemmas. We shall often use the splitting of functions (and of 
real numbers) into positive part and negative part: 
g =g+ -g-, g+ = 2-Yg + I g I), $7 = 2-Y-g + I g I). 
Since all integrals are to be taken over a set called S, we shall often write 
simply S for Js . 
LEMMA 1. Let f satisfr hypothesis (b) of Theorem 1; then: 
(1) for each u EL, thme exists a unique parameter m, such that 
s f(s, ~(4 - 4 d.~ = 8. (94 s 
(2) If 6u is EL, and 6m E R1 such that besides the last equation we have 
I Sf 6, u(s) + au(s) - m, - Sm) ds = Q, W) 
ads,Sm[Sbds)Q~SbSu+ds-~SaSu-ds ( 104 
S 
I a au+ ds - s b&rds<max 6m ( s a ds, 6m (lob) s S S 
PROOF. Let u be any element of L, and consider the function 
J(t) = j-,fCsB 44 + t) ds 
with real argument t. By (6) we have for At > 0 
At - 1 ads < J(t + At) - J(t) < At * 1 b ds, 
and J(t) is continuous and strictly increasing if (7a) is satisfied, decreasing 
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in case of (7/?). Thus there exists a unique argument - m, corresponding 
to u such that 
I(-- 4 = j-f@, u(s) - mu) ds = Q. 
This proves point (1) of the lemma. 
In order to prove the second part, consider for 8u EL, and arbitrary real 
Am the expression 
J(Su, Am) = j,f(s, u(s) - m, + au(s) - Am) ds 
= 
I 
f(s, u - m, + au+ - Su- - Am+ + Am-) ds. 
Using (6) in the form 
a(s) At+ - b(s) At- < f(s, t + At+ - At-) - f(s, t) < - a(s) At- + b(s) At+ 
(11) 
and (9a), i.e. J(0, 0) = Q, one obtains 
s a 6u+ ds - I b 6u- ds + Am- s a ds - Am+ i 6 ds 
< J(&, Am) - Q < 1 b Su+ ds - j a 6u- ds - Am+ j a ds + Am- 1 b ds. 
Hence we have j(6u, Am) < Q, whenever 
j 
b au+ ds - 
s 
a au- ds < Am+ 
s 
a ds - Am- 
s 
b ds. 
Thus the uniquely determined number Sm which satisfies (9b), i.e., 
J(Su, 8m) = Q, must conversely obey to 
am+ 1 a ds - am- 1 b ds < j b Su+ ds - 1 a 6u- ds. 
. 
Now we have 
min 6m ads,6m bds 
( s .r 1 
= ads-8m- bds,Sm+ bds-am- 
s s 
<am+ ads-am- bds 
s s 
and (10a) is a consequence of the last two inequalities. 
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On the other hand the inequality J(Su, dm) > Q must hold, whenever 
This implies J1a < - Sm- s a ds + Smf s b ds for the number Sm with 
J(Su, Sm) = Q and consequently (lob), that is 
According to point (1) of Lemma 1 we can define an operator f,,, for u EL, by 
fwP(s) = f(% 44 - mu) for s E s, 
where m, E R1 with (12) 
s 
f(s, u(s) - m,) ds = Q. 
LEMMA 2. Let the function f satisfy hypothesis (b) of Theorem 1; then: 
(1) the operator f, is continuous as a mapping from L, into L, . 
(2) If u is EL, and Su E L,O and m, , Sm are the parameters in (9a, b), then 
we have 
G (J maxs(b(s) - c, c - a(s)) ds)“’ * 11 Su 11 , (13) s 
where c is an arbitrary real constant. For Su EL, the last estimate is valid with 
c =o. 
PROOF. The equation 
o= -j-cSti+ds+ fcSu-ds= -c/Suds 
is true for Su EL~O and arbitrary c E R1 by the very definition of LSD; for 
Su EL, and c = 0 it is trivial. We add this equation to (lOa) and (lob) in 
order to get 
min Sm ( jads,Smjbds) < J(b--c)Su+ds+ J(c-a)Su-ds, 
- (J (C - a) SU+ ds + J (b - c) Su- ds) < max (Sm J a ds, Sm f b ds) . 
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Weakening these bound for min resp. max we obtain 
(b - c)’ Su+ ds + j (c - u)’ Su- ds] = Jz 
(144 
- Jzo = - [j (c - .)+ Su+ ds + j (b - c)+ Su- ds] 
<max(Smjads,Smjbds), (14b) 
where now both terms ]a , JzO are not negative. 
By (14a) we have either 
Sm ads < Jz 
s 
or Sm 
f 
bds< Jz. 
This implies, since by (7) s a df/( s b ds) > 0, that either 
Sm ads < Jz 
s 
or Sm ads< Jz-. 
i 
sa ds 
(J-b 4 
If condition (701) is satisfied we have 0 < sa ds/(j b ds) < 1; thus, since 
J2 > 0, the last alternative reduces to 
Sm j a ds < Jz = j (b - c)+ Su+ ds + j (c - a)+ Su- ds. 
In case of (7/I) we have 1 < su ds/(s b df), thus the alternative (15) may be 
replaced by the right-hand inequality in (15), i.e., 
6m $ b ds < Jz = j (b - c)+ Suf ds + j (C - u)+ SU- ds. (169) 
Analogously we have according to (14b) either 
sa ds 
- Jz<Smjads or - JzOG<Smjads. 
By the same argument as above, this means in case of (7or) 
- Jz” = - [j (c - u) +Su+ds+j(b-c)+Su-ds] <Smjads, (17~~) 
and if (7p) is satisfied: 
- 
[I 
(c - a)+ Suf ds + j (b - c)+ Su- ds] < Sm j b ds. (17P) 
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Remark that min( 1 s a ds 1 , ( s b ds 1) is = ) ju ds j under condition (7a), 
= 1 J b ds 1 if (78) is satisfied. Therefore, using Su+ 9 Su- = 0 and 
Su+ + Su- = 1 Su 1, we can combine (1601) with (17or) and (168) with (17/3), 
to obtain for both cases (OL, /3) the inequality (13): 
1 sm 1 min (1 1 a ds 1 , 1 1 b ds I) < 1 max([b(s) - cl+, [C - U(S)]+) I SU I ds 
< II m=+(s) - c, c - 4s)) II * II au II . 
This proves the second part of Lemma 2. 
Because of (~cL, p) the last inequality ensures that the mapping u + m, 
corresponding to (12) is continuous from L, into RI. The continuity of 
f, : L, +L, is now an easy consequence of 1 u(s) 1 , 1 b(s) 1 < C < 00, 
I S I = (B - A) < CO and of the above estimate for / Sm I (used with 
c =O): 
I] f,(u + Su) - f,u jl = [I If(s, u + Su - m, - Sm) -f(~, u - m,) I2 ds]l” 
d II C I 62~ - Sm I II < C * II hi II + C * II Sm II 
This completes the proof of Lemma 2. 
By means of the operator f, in (12), considered as a mapping from L,‘J 
into L, , we can replace problem (5a, b) by the unique equation 
u = Kf,u. (18) 
In order to prove Theorem 1 we shall reduce this equation to an equivalent 
one with contractive operator. For this purpose we need another operator, 
F, and the following 
LEMMA 3. Let f satisfy hypothesis (b) and (c) of Theorem I and let I denote 
the identity operator undp, c the constants in (c); then the operator F = f, - ~1, 
explicitly de$ned for u E L20 by 
Fu(s) = f&s) - p(s), s E s, 
is continuous us a muppi?tg from L,O into L, and sutisjies 
II I+ - Fu II < Y . II r~ - u II, 
where 
(19) 
(20) 
y = const. < min(A,+, - p, p - A,). 
409/=5/3-9 
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PROOF. Obviously F is even continuous as a mapping from L, into L, , 
since I and, by Lemma 2, f, are continuous. In order to prove (20), observe 
that by (11) we obtain for the difference 
D(s) =f(s, u(s) + S@(S) - mu - 84 - f(S, $1 - mu) 
=f(s,u -mu + au+ - 6u- -am+ + am-) -f(s,u - m,) 
the estimates 
a&+-b&r-bSm++aSm-<D<-a&-+bSu++bSm--aSmf. 
Adding - p Su = - TV au+ + p 6~ we get 
-(~--a)6u+-(b-~)6u~--max(~a/,~bj)~~6mj 
< D - p Su G (p - a) Su- + (6 - ,u) Suf + max(l a I , j b I) * I Sm j . 
Thus, by means of the Minkowski inequality and applying (13), we obtain 
11 F(u + Su) - Fu (1 = [$ 1 D - /.L Su I2 d~]l’~ 
G II max(p - 44 b(s) - P) * I au I II 
+ II mdl 44 I , I b(4 I> * I am I II 
< sup& - a(s), b(s) - p : s E S} * Ij Su II 
+ [min (I 1 a h 1 , / 1 b h I,)]-1 - II mdl a I , I b I> II 
* II max(c - a, 6 - 4 II * II 6~ II , 
where the arbitrary constant c may be used to minimize the last term. By 
hypothesis (8) we have 
II W + W - Fu II < Y . II 8~ II > 
where y < min(h,, - CL, p - hN), and Lemma 3 is proved. 
The Proof of Theorem I is based on the following lemma of Dolph ([3], 
Lemma 1.2), of which we give a slightly restricted version in order to adapt 
it to our purpose. 
LEMMA 4. Let U be a continuous linear Fator from L, into L,O and let 
{U,,} be a sequence of continuous linear operators from L, into L,O with the pro- 
perty that 
IIU, -U II-+0 as n-+ co. 
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IfF : L,O ---t L, is any continuous operator such that 11 Fe, - Fu )I < y * )I v - u 11 
where I] U ]I * y < 1, then there exists a unique solution u ELs” to the equation 
u = UFu which can 6e obtained by a successive approximation process based on 
u. , an arbitrary element in L,O, and the equations u,, = U,F(u,-,). 
Following Dolph [3] we set 
U = & = WI + 14, 
where R is the linear operator associated with the resolvent kernel of K(s, u); 
(I + pR) is the continuous inverse of (I - pK), the existence of which 
follows from the fact that by hypothesis (c) of Theorem 1 TV is different from 
all of the characteristic values of K. Further, as in [3], we define P, to be the 
operation of projection into the linear subspace of L,O spanned by {+,}, 
p = n, n - l,... (- co), where 4, is th e eigen function corresponding to the 
eigen value A, of K; an eigen value of multiplicity m is counted m times. 
Finally, by U, we denote the operator P,U. Then (A, - CL> and (4,) are the 
complete sets of characteristic values respectively eigen functions of U 
(cf. [3], pp. 294-295) and we have 
and 
IIU,--Ull--+O as n+ to. 
We can choose the operator F of Lemma 3 as operator F in Lemma 4, since 
by (20) and the above formula for (1 U II 
IlUll ‘Y < 1. 
Thus, by Lemma 4, the equation 
u=uFu 
has exactly one solution u E L,O which can be obtained by a process of suc- 
cessive approximations. But this equation, i.e., 
is equivalent to Eq. (18): 
u = Kf&, 
which was used to replace problem (5a, b). Thus Theorem 1 is proved. 
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III. APPLICATION TO NONLINEAR BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS 
Let D be a plane domain, the boundary S of which is the union of a finite 
set of disjoint closed Jordan curves of continuous curvature. Let N(.z, [) 
(a = x + ir, 1; = E + iq) denote the symmetric Neumann’s function of D 
(cf. Lichtenstein [7], pp. 250-252). If D is the unit disc 1 x 1 < 1, then 
N(z, C) = - log(l z - t: j j 1 - zS 1) ({ = [ - in; cf. e.g., [I], p, 304). 
We shall choose - (1/2z) N( s, u ) ( s, u E S) as the kernel K(s, u) of Problem 
(5a, b) and Q = 0 in order to satisfy (4). We may interpret s, 0 as arc length 
parameters on S, it being understood that N(s, u) stands for N(x(s), C(U)), 
where z(s) is the representation of S by means of the arc length parameter. 
N(s, u) is continuous for z(s) # l(u) and becomes only logarithmically 
infinite for z(s) -+ c(u) ([7], p. 252). If f : S -+ R1 is a continuous function 
satisfying Js.f(s) ds = 0, then by 
44 = -& .r, N(z, s)f(s) d  (21) 
there is defined a function u harmonic in D and continuous in D for which 
the equations 
$$ =f(s) on S and 
I 
u(s) ds = 0 
S 
(22) 
hold (n denotes again the interior normal to S). 
The kernel (2~-)-1 N(s, u) is positive definite in &O(S): there exists a 
denumerable set of positive numbers A, (Stekloff eigen values of D, [l], 
p. 397; [4], Sections 3) 
0 < A, < A, < a”, 
such that 
has a nontrivial solution uk . This corresponds to the fact that the function 
satisfies 
ail,(d - = - hkiEk(s) 
an 
for 
From Theorem 1 we shall derive 
THEOREM 2. (a) Let f : S x RI -+ RI be a continuous function for which 
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there exists two continuous functions a, b : S + R1 so that for arbitrary s E S, 
t E R1 and At # 0 the inequalities 
- AN, < a(s) Gfts’ t ’ At) -f(sy t, < b(s) < _ A, At ’ 
hold (the hk)s, k = 1,2 ,..., denote the Stekloff eigen values of the domain D, 
we define - h, = + co). 
(b) Suppose that either ss a ds > 0 or ss b ds < 0 is fuljilled, and let 
there exist constants c and p (- A,,, < p < - hN) such that 
sup& - a(s), b(s) - P : s E S> + [mm (1 I, a ds 1, 1 s, b ds ]J]-’ 
* Ls max(a2, b2) ds * s s 112 max2(c - a, b - c) ds s I 
< min(- AN - pL, CL + &+I); 
then there exists one and only one function u harmonic in D and continuous in D 
which satisjies 
F = f (s, u(s)) for s E s. (23) 
This solution u can be obtained by a process of successive approximations. 
PROOF. Since - A,, k = 1,2 ,..., are the characteristic values of 
- (2rr)-l N(s, a), by Theorem 1 there exists a unique pair (us, m,), where 
u,, EL~O(S) and m, E R1, such that 
UON = -& j W dfb, G-4 - mo) da 
s 
(24) 
and 
I f(s, ilo - m,) ds = 0. s 
Because of the representation (24) uo( ) s is a continuous function, which fact 
implies the continuity off (s, us(s) - mo) on S. Therefore we may use the 
relation between (21) and (22) and conclude: the function ii,(s) defined for 
zEDby 
%t4 = - $ j, NT s) f (s, u,,(s) - mo) ds 
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is harmonic in D, continuous in D and satisfies 
v =f(s, us(s) - m,), f70(s) = uo(s) for JE S. 
Now it is obvious that U(Z) = z&,(z) - K+, is a solution of (23) and it is the 
only solution since u,, and m, are uniquely determined. 
To illustrate the result thus obtained, let us consider some specializations. 
(A) If - h, < a(s) < b(s), then we may set - h, = + 03 in Theorem 2 
and choose for p any number in the relation b(s) < CL; then 
sup{p - a(s), b(s) - p : s E S} = p - inf a(s), 
min( co - E”, CL + 4) = Al + CL 
and we obtain 
COROLLARY 1. Let f : S x R’ -+ R1 be a continuous function fbr 
there exist two continuous functions a, b : S + RI so that for arbitrary 
t E R1 and At # 0 the inequalities 
which 
s E s, 
- Al < a(s) &csp t + At) -f(sy t, < b(s) 
At 
hold, where h, denotes the first Stekloff eigen value of the domain D considered. 
Let either ss a(s) a5 > 0 or ss b(s) ds < 0 be satisfied and suppose that with a 
real constant c we have 
* [Is max(a2, b2) ds * l, max2(c - a, b - c) ds]“’ - igf a(s) < X, I 
then there exists a unique solution u of (23) which can be obtained by a process 
of successive approximations. 
REMARK. The existence and uniqueness part of this Corollary 1, if 
restricted to c = 0, is contained in a result in [4] proved by means of the 
Minty/Browder theory of monotone operators (see Satz 8, 2 and Zusatz, 
p. 63. There is a mistake in the proof: (8, 12) in [4] should be replaced by the 
above inequalities (lOa, b), but the cited result is valid). 
(B) Take as D the unit disc: D = {z = x + iy : 1 z 1 < 11, then 
Al = AZ = 1, A, = A* = 2,..., as stated in the introduction. We further 
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restrict the consideration to problems with a(s) < b(s) < - A1 = - 1. 
Thus we have 
min (1 s,u ds 1 , / j,b ds 1) = /,I b I ds and max(as(s), P(s)) = us(s) 
and choosing p = - (2k + 1) 2-l with natural k we obtain 
COROLLARY 2. Let f : S x RI -+ R’ be a continuous function 
(S = (eim, 0 < v < 27rj) f or which there exist two continuous functions 
a, b : S -+ R1 and a natural k so that for arbitrary s E S, t E R1 and At # 0 
the following inequalities hold 
- (k + 1) < 4s) < 
f (s, t + At) -f (s, t) 
At 
< b(s) < - k. (25) 
Let there exist a real number c such that 
[C,\blds]-‘* [~Sa2(s)ds~~smaxa(~-u(s),b(s) -c)ds]“’ 
+ max 
[ 
2k + 1 2k + 1 
- - - i$ a(s), s;p b(s) + -1 < +; 
2 (26) 
then (23) possesses a unique solution u which can be obtained by a successive 
approximation process. 
The Corollary, which was stated in the Introduction, is a special case of 
this Corollary 2. To see this, choose c = p = - 2-‘(2k + 1) and suppose 
that a(s) = const. and b(s) = const. have the same distance x from TV: 
2k + 1 ~=-----xxp-x, 
2 
b--=2k+1 7+x=(L+x (27) 
Then condition (25) is satisfied if 0 < x < 2-r. Condition (26) reduces to 
or after an easy calculation 
4k + 3 
0<(4k+3)x<v= 4 ; ---. 
By (27) this is equivalent to the condition used in the Corollary of the intro- 
duction. 
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Note added in proof. C. L. Dolph has called the author’s attention to 
M. A. Krasnosel’skii’s survey article “Some Problems of Nonlinear Analysis” 
(Am. Math. Sot. Trawl. Sev. 2, 10 (1958), 345-409), where on page 368 the 
main part of the Lemma 4 used above is formulated together with more 
context material. 
It is easy to see that in Corollary 2 of Part III and consequently in the 
Corollary of the Introduction R may be any nonnegative integer. 
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